Thyroid storm as precipitating factor in onset of coma in an elderly woman: case report and literature review.
Thyroid storm is an uncommon but life-threatening manifestation of hyperthyroidism which, unless appropriately treated by combined therapy, causes 30-60% of deaths in hospitalized patients. Mental deterioration leading to apathy and eventually coma is a rare clinical presentation of this pathology, frequently observed in the elderly. We present the case of a 77-year-old hypertensive woman who was hospitalized for fast onset of coma, probably due to the unusual combination of a hypernatremic hyperosmolar state and an unexpected thyroid storm (TS). Although not definitely ascertained, the possible etiology was the hyperthyroid phase of chronic autoimmune thyreopathy (Hashitoxicosis). Notably, the significant adjunctive role of thyroid hyperfunction in the pathogenesis of coma was confirmed by the fact that, although metabolic abnormalities were overcome, complete and satisfactory recovery of the patient's mental and physical condition occurred only with normalization of thyroid hormones by antithyroid treatment. Our case highlights the importance of properly evaluating thyroid function in elderly patients who show a sudden progressive impairment in their mental condition, for early detection of potentially fatal conditions such as thyroid storm or myxedematous coma.